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Munich, March 13, 2018

Lopec 2018, Hall B0, Booth 506

Siemens at the Lopec 2018

· Siemens first time exhibitor at the Lopec 2018 - showcasing efficient
automation of production machinery for printed electronics

· “We move your ideas” is the booth slogan
Two trade fair highlight models: for better end products and more efficient

From 13 to 14 March 2018, Siemens will be showcasing its automation and drive

solutions for printed electronics at Lopec, the world’s leading trade fair for printed

electronics. Under the banner “We move your ideas”, Siemens will be exhibiting for

the first time at Lopec, highlighting at Booth 506 in Hall BO two trade fair models. In

the first model, Siemens will be demonstrating how self-learning control

mechanisms are used to optimize the production of printed electronics ensuring a

better end-product quality. In the second model, visitors will have an opportunity to

see how the engineering process involved in printing and converting can be made

more efficient. Siemens printing experts will be ready to share with visitors their

expertise on drives and automation solutions applied in printed electronics.

One of the two highlights at the fair is the “LECo” model which is based on the high-

end Simotion control system. Here, Siemens will be demonstrating to visitors how

self-learning control mechanisms are used to identify, analyze and offset cyclical

process-related production failures, helping manufacturers of printed electronics to

produce improve their process and minimize cyclic disturbances.

In the second highlight model, “Converting”, Siemens is using a realistic machine

concept to demonstrate its solution portfolio for printing and converting applications.

Based on a well matched and scalable product portfolio, ready-made software

packages covering technological functions and entire machine concepts are used to
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make engineering processes significantly more efficient and to also create fully

fledged projects.

Further information at www.siemens.com/lopec
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Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,

innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for 170 years. The company is active around the globe, focusing on

the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest producers of energy-efficient,

resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power generation and power transmission

solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industry.

The company is also a leading provider of medical imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and

magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a leader in laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2017,

which ended on September 30, 2017, Siemens generated revenue of €83.0 billion and net income of €6.2 billion. At

the end of September 2017, the company had around 377,000 employees worldwide. Further information is

available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.
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